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Instagram

  Thank you again to all the people who entered our  [image: Thank you again to all the people who entered our Favourite Ford competition! Some great looking cars in this bunch 🔥 💪] 

  With petrol prices sky high, getting the best fuel [image: With petrol prices sky high, getting the best fuel economy from your car is important, and it doesn't have to compromise performance! See our top tips to get the best fuel economy from your car at the link in our bio.] 

  🎁🎉🥳 For a limited time we're including a  [image: 🎁🎉🥳 For a limited time we're including a bonus T.I. Performance Backpack to store your tuning gear FREE with our Full House DIY J3 Tuning Kit! This kit includes a Wideband O2 Controller and logger, Bosch Wideband Sensor, J3 Chip and J3 Programmer - everything you need to log & tune any EA-AU Falcon, as well as Mustang, Lincoln and many other USDM vehicles. The backpack is lined and has a pouch for your laptop! Add a backpack to your cart and use the code FREEBAG to apply the discount.] 

  Congratulations to @Corey John Connor, winner of o [image: Congratulations to @Corey John Connor, winner of our Favourite Ford competition! Thank you to everyone who entered the competition and keep an eye on our socials to see your car featured at some point in the future 📷] 

  🎉🔥🚘LAST CHANCE TO ENTER! Competition clos [image: 🎉🔥🚘LAST CHANCE TO ENTER! Competition closes tonight!🎉🔥🚘 We're running our Favourite Falcon competition again! Enter now for your chance to win a $200 T.I. Performance Gift Card! To enter, simply: 1. Like T.I. Performance 2. Reply to this post with a photo of your favourite Falcon  3. Share it with your friends to get as many likes as you can before Sunday 24th March! Full terms at the link in our bio. Happy posting 📸🔥🚘] 

  Amazing line up of cars today at the @haulass.gara  [image: Amazing line up of cars today at the @haulass.garage #hardass1000 ! Spotto Michael from @hackshop_garage] 

  We've popped down to the @haulass.garage #hardass1  [image: We've popped down to the @haulass.garage #hardass1000 today at @heathcoteparkraceway . Some great racing in amazing weather today and there's a shootout on tomorrow.] 

  Attention US Customers: Core Tuning now have local [image: Attention US Customers: Core Tuning now have local stock of T.I. Performance J3 Chips and Programmers, letting you continue to tune that EEC-IV or EEC-V in your Mustang, Thunderbird, Marquis, Lincoln, Crown Vic and many other supported vehicles.] 

  A massive thank you to everyone who came down to o [image: A massive thank you to everyone who came down to our stand at @allfordday today and said hi or bought something! And special thanks to the amazing team who made it possible for us to put on such a great stand! @hackshop_garage @raceworks_aus @crowcams @eseriesownersclub @turbosmarthq] 
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  T.I. Performance on YouTube 
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Top Products
	  [image: ] XF EA-AU BA BF FG Falcon 4L Barra SOHC Intake Plenum Rated 4.71 out of 5
 $899 $849 inc. GST
	  [image: ] Turbosmart FPR2000 - 2017 - Red  $321.26 $249 inc. GST
	  [image: ] EA-FG Falcon 4L Turbo J Pipe / Up Pipe  $599 $544 inc. GST

More products

About T.I. Performance
T.I. Performance is an Australian family business est. 2007 selling genuine performance products from leading brands such as Crow Cams, Bosch, Walbro, Haltech, Turbosmart, BMC, Siemens, Raceworks, ARP, Permaseal and more, including fuel pumps & injectors, air filters, cams, and Wideband O2 sensors. 

 We also sell J3 Chips, Programmers, and DIY Tuning Kits to tune Ford E-Series (EA, EB, ED, EF, EL), XG and XH Falcon, Fairmont, Fairlane, XR6 and XR8 models. 
 More About T.I. Performance
Contact
Contact T.I. Performance
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